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ABOUT US

We believe it takes knowledge and know-how 
from different types of experts to design excel-
lent PU holds. That is why our team is consisted 
of professionals from different fields of exper-
tise: climbers, technicians, and managers.

We are looking forward to cooperate with you!

The vision of the GECKO HOLDS 
Company is to deliver modern 
and eco-friendly PU holds with 
the best grip possible combined 
with unique design.
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PRODUCTS

Products from our sales assortment of holds 
are known for their unique colors, designs, and 
materials.

Each hold is designed with the intent to ena-
ble the best grip possible as it is created based 
on climbing experiences of world renowned 
climbers.

Our team guarantees the delivery of even the 
most complex shapes of holds made based on 
your requests in exemplary production time.

“With passion for climbing!”


STRENGTH

100% polyurethane holds
for greater strength


RESISTANCE

Additives to improve
abrasion resistance


VARIETY OF COLORS
Available in wide variety of 
colors (panton color chart)


NIGHT CLIMBING

Holds with fluorescent pigment
for night climbing


CUSTOM PRODUCTS

Custom products
at client’s request


EXCELLENT GRIP

Wide range of holds with
excellent dry grip and quality
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Gecko Green

Submarine  
Yellow

Pink Panther

Forest Green

Navy Blue

Elegance Black

Inferno Red

Polar Blue

Stone Grey

Orange Orange

Pure Violet Fluoro Green

Fluoro Pink

COLOUR PALETTE
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HOLDS

ERGONOMIC  
COLLECTION

Ergonomic collection was designed to 
make climbing more comfortable and 
is therefore especially suitable for kids 
and beginners, but more experienced 
climbers will enjoy them as well.

    7
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AMOEBAS

The random shapes of these holds are inspired by altering shapes of 
amoebas.

 HOLDS  7
 DIFFICULTY kids, beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE  all holds are both round edges and pinches
 SIZE  4x S, 3x M 

ASTEROIDS

The random shapes of these holds are inspired by altering shapes of as-
teroids.

 HOLDS   8
 DIFFICULTY kids, beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 4 pinches, 3 small jugs, 1 jug
 SIZE  8x M 
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STONE AGE

It consists of 8 jugs and pinches and it is perfect for route climbing on 
steep overhangs.

 HOLDS  8
 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers, especially beginners
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 5 small jugs, 3 jugs
 SIZE  8x M
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HOLDS

MOUSE TRAP  
COLLECTION

Mouse trap collection, which was designed 
to make climbing more comfortable and is 
therefore especially suitable for beginners. 
Although they resemble nibbled cheese, 
we can assure you, we don’t have any hun-
gry mice running around our warehouse. 
The shapes are especially designed to offer 
a variety of different grabbing possibilities, 
which makes them very useful. Due to its 
unique design, your thumb will always find 
a right place.
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CHEESY ITCHY

Although they resemble nibbled cheese, we can assure you, we don’t have 
any hungry mice running around our warehouse. The shapes are espe-
cially designed to offer a variety of different grabbing possibilities, which 
makes them very useful. Your thumb will always find a right place.

 HOLDS  7
 DIFFICULTY beginners
 WALL  slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°),  

overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 4 edges, 3 pinches
 SIZE  7x M

Although they resemble nibbled cheese, we can assure you, we don’t have 
any hungry mice running around our warehouse. The shapes are espe-
cially designed to offer a variety of different grabbing possibilities, which 
makes them very useful. Your thumb will always find a right place.

 HOLDS   9
 DIFFICULTY all kind of climbers, especially beginners
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 5 jugs, 4 small jugs
 SIZE 6x M, 3x L
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LOW RIDER

Although they resemble nibbled cheese, we can assure you, we don’t have 
any hungry mice running around our warehouse. The shapes are espe-
cially designed to offer a variety of different grabbing possibilities, which 
makes them very useful. Your thumb will always find a right place.

 HOLDS    8
 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers, especially beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE all holds are both pinches and edges
 SIZE 2x S, 6x M

SECOND AID

Although they resemble nibbled cheese, we can assure you, we don’t have 
any hungry mice running around our warehouse. The shapes are espe-
cially designed to offer a variety of different grabbing possibilities, which 
makes them very useful. Your thumb will always find a right place.

 HOLDS  7
 DIFFICULTY beginners
 WALL  slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°),  

overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 4 jugs, 3 small jugs
 SIZE 1x S, 6x M
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TRICKY

Although they resemble nibbled cheese, we can assure you, we don’t have 
any hungry mice running around our warehouse. The shapes are espe-
cially designed to offer a variety of different grabbing possibilities, which 
makes them very useful. Your thumb will always find a right place.

 HOLDS  8
 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers, especially beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE  all holds are both pinches and edges
 SIZE 6x M, 2x L
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HOLDS

TENDON  
COLLECTION

Tendon collection, which will trans-
form you into sinewy person, because 
they are great for endurance training.
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DELIRIUM

The positive edges will make it easier to maintain contact under all 
circumstances, even delirium. 

 HOLDS   8
 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 4 jugs, 4 edges
 SIZE 7x M, 1x L

TOXIC

The positive edges will make it easier to maintain contact under all 
circumstances, even intoxication.

 HOLDS   8
 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 6 edges,1 crimp, 1 pinch
 SIZE 7x M, 1x L
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HOLDS

CRACKS   
COLLECTION

Cracks collection, which mimics 
cracked rocks for genuine rock climb-
ing experience. Apart from making you 
feel like you’re climbing on real rocks, 
the cracks also look really cool when 
filled with Magnesium.
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EASY RIDER

As the name Easy rider implies, you will feel relieved, when you climb up 
to these comfy jugs. 

 HOLDS    7
 DIFFICULTY  all kinds of climbers
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 6 jugs, 1 pinch
 SIZE 6x L, 1x XL

IMMORTALS

Immortals holds have comfy round edges, which are desired by any 
climber and therefore immortal.

 HOLDS  7
 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°),  

overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 5 edges, 2 round edges
 SIZE 6x M, 1x L
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PUMPY SATISFACTION

Pumpy holds are very suitable for every beginner because of their excel-
lent grip. They are also great for working on endurance and will definitely 
get you pumped. 

 HOLDS  8
 DIFFICULTY beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 7 edges, 1 pinch
 SIZE 5x S, 3x M

These snake-like holds are perfect for improving your technique.

 HOLDS 5
 DIFFICULTY great for beginners as well as experts
 WALL  slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°),  

overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 5 jugs
 SIZE 5x L
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SPINE

These spine-like holds are perfect for improving your technique.

 HOLDS  5
 DIFFICULTY great for beginners as well as experts
 WALL  slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°),  

overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 5 pinches
 SIZE 2x M, 3x L

SCRATCHY

Scratchy holds are very suitable for every beginner because of their excel-
lent grip. They are also great for working on endurance and will definitely 
get you pumped.

 HOLDS   9
 DIFFICULTY  beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 9 edges
 SIZE 7x S, 2x M
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VENOM

Venom holds are great sloppy crimps, most appropriate for  
bouldering and a real treat for expert climbers.

 HOLDS  8
 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging  

walls (up to 10°)
 TYPE 5 sloppy crimps, 3 slopers
 SIZE 7x M, 1x L
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HOLDS

DESIGNER HOLDS  
COLLECTION

Designer holds collection was de-
signed for those who appreciate the 
looks. Interesting and wavy shapes 
will embellish your wall make you al-
ways wanting more.

     21
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SPANK ME THE LINE

These edges and pinches are perfect for beginners.. 

 HOLDS 9
 DIFFICULTY beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 7 edges, 2 pinches
 SIZE 7x M, 2x L

These edges and pinches are perfect for beginners.

 HOLDS 9
 DIFFICULTY beginners
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 3 edges, 3 round edges, 3 pinches
 SIZE 3x S, 6x M
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MINI VOLUMES

LIMESTONE  
COLLECTION

Limestone collection, which mimics 
eroded rocks for genuine rock climbing 
experience.

      23
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LASSIE REX

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly useful 
when climbing boulder problems. Just like any good dog, Lassie can be 
your best friend when climbing an overhanging wall and searching for a 
great edge with a lot of different grip possibilities. 

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE jug

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly useful 
when climbing boulder problems. Just like any good dog, Rex can be your 
best friend when climbing an overhanging wall and searching for a great 
edge with a lot of different grip possibilities.

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE edge
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OCEANS

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly useful 
when climbing boulder problems. This sloper will add a bit of excitement 
to true experts and it will team up perfectly with your hand for your next 
big venture.

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE sloper

GODFATHER

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly useful 
when climbing boulder problems. This sloper will add a bit of excitement 
to true Dons of climbing world.

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE sloper 
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SNATCH BONNIE & CLYDE

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly useful 
when climbing boulder problems. This sloper will add a bit of excitement 
to true experts, but don’t worry, it won’t let you throw the game. 

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE sloper

Bonnie and Clyde are two smaller mini volumes. Because of their surface 
they offers a good grip, which will be particularly useful when climbing 
routes. It will feel natural holding these jugs, and you better be careful be-
fore this cute couple steals your heart as well.

Number of volumes:  2
 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE jugs
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APOLLO

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly useful 
when climbing boulder problems. This round edge makes climbing such 
an easy job, you’ll climb up to the stars!

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE round edge

MR NICE

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly use-
ful when climbing routes. It will feel natural holding this jug, but don’t get 
fooled by the name, the not-so-nice Mr Nice will have you addicted in no 
time.

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE jug
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SOYUZ BIG BROTHER

Because of its surface it offers a good grip, which will be particularly use-
ful when climbing boulder problems. This sloper makes climbing such an 
easy job, you’ll climb up to the stars! 

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE sloper

Big brother is really a part of our family and holds a special place in our 
hearts because it is one of first mini volumes we produced.

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°), over-

hanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE  pinch
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UNCLE BEN

Uncle Ben is really a part of our family and holds a special place in our 
hearts because it is one of first mini volumes we produced.

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°), over-

hanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE jug

LITTLE SISTER

Little sister is really a part of our family and holds a special place in our 
hearts because it is one of first mini volumes we produced.

 DIFFICULTY all kinds of climbers
 WALL  slightly overhanging walls (up to 10°), over-

hanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE pinch
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DUST DEVIL SANDSTORM

This pinch is very strong and well-formed, just like dust devil, and there-
fore perfect for slightly overhanging walls.

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE  pinch

This pinch will blow your mind like a sandstorm.

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE pinch
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TYPHOON

This crimp will blow your mind like a typhoon.

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE pinch

TORNADO

This crimp will blow your mind like a tornado.

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE  edge
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WILDFIRE

Don’t worry, this excellent pinch doesn’t burn.

 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging  

walls (up to 10°)
 TYPE pinch
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NEW  
HOLDS

      33
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THE BOMBS CHARACTERS

They are most appropriate for route climbing. If you think that climbing 
on these jugs is easy, think again. They will definitely get you pumped and 
that’s why they are great for endurance training. We’re sure The Bombs 
won’t disappoint you because they’re a blast.

 HOLDS 10
 DIFFICULTY kids, beginners
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 10 jugs
 SIZE 10x M

Characters are a part of our Limestone collection, which mimics eroded 
rocks for genuine rock climbing experience. These mouthy characters will 
stimulate your imagination and make climbing even more fun.

 HOLDS 6
 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 4 crimps, 2 holds are both crimps and slopers
 SIZE 2x M, 4x L
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SHUTTER

Shutter is a part of our Limestone collection, which mimics eroded rocks 
for genuine rock climbing experience. You will have to react as a shutter 
and lock the thumb quickly in order to hold these crimps successfully.

 HOLDS 14
 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 14 crimps
 SIZE 12x S, 2x M

DROP ZONE

Drop zone is a part of our Limestone collection, which mimics eroded 
rocks for genuine rock climbing experience. These holds are suitable for 
expert climbers, because unless you hold them correctly, you will wish for 
a parachute to slow down your fall, and land on soft drop zone.

 HOLDS 8
 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 8 slopers
 SIZE 4x M, 4x L
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FOOTHOLDS 1 FOOTHOLDS 2

These footholds are a part of our Renaissance collection, for those who 
appreciate the looks. In this set you will find 20 footholds for precise and 
bit advanced footwork. They are suitable for vertical and slightly over-
hanging walls (up to 10°).

These footholds are from our Mouse trap collection. Although they resem-
ble nibbled cheese, we can assure you, we don’t have any hungry mice 
running around our warehouse. They are great for vertical walls as well as 
overhangs. These 26 footholds are excellent for every user because of their 
simplicity.
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MONSTERS

They are great for bouldering to test your monster power.

 HOLDS 6
 DIFFICULTY experts
 WALL  vertical walls, slightly overhanging walls 

(up to 10°)
 TYPE 3 crimps, 3 holds are both crimps and slopers

FOOTHOLDS 3

This is a set of 11 footholds. They are inspired by molecule’s shapes and 
they offer a lot of different stepping possibilities. But don’t be fooled, these 
footholds are meant for a very determined footwork and are therefore 
most suitable for experts. They are great for vertical walls, as well as slabs.
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JAW DROP

This set was designed as a result of our goal to produce the best jugs ever 
made. And we succeeded! These jaw-dropping holds are most suitable for 
endurance training. 

 HOLDS 8
 DIFFICULTY all types of climbers
 WALL  overhanging walls (more than 10°)
 TYPE 7 jugs, 1 pinch
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TECHNOLOGY

In cooperation with a renowned European chemical 
company we have developed one of the best hybrid 
PU materials for producing climbing holds. 

Its main advantages are: 

  high strength, torque > 40Nm  
- almost unbreakable

  maximum abrasion resistance
  excellent temperature resistance
  environmentally friendly
  extremely lightweight

Gecko PU holds have: 

 extremely lightweight
 an abrasion resistant crust with a synthetic diamond 

coating
  a  pure hybrid polyurethane core
  a stainless steel insert that protects the holds from 

damages when tightening the screws; all three types 
of screws can be used on our holds

  a completely smooth surface of the hold, as the insert 
fits perfectly

  a special insert (patent pending) that holds the 
screw and prevents it from falling out during the route 
setting
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ACCESSORIES 
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TRAINING BOARD 
MOVEMBER SET

The Movember Training Board was designed to meet every climber’s 
needs, both beginners and experts, all year round and not only in Novem-
ber. It offers a broad variety of holds to enable productive workout, which 
will greatly increase your finger power and contact strength. On top you 
will find slopers and a mustache (two jugs) for a good warm-up, and lower 
a variety of edges and pockets with different depths, for various difficulties. 
The training board is ergonomically shaped in an arc for less joint stress 
and reduction of injuries. A very important feature is also its symmetry, 
which allows effective two handed training.

42 www.gecko-holds.com 
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  On top you will find 2 balls with a diameter of 135 mm. They are slopers, 
but if you reach further, they can also be used as positive slopers,

 the mustache on top represents 2 big jugs, which are gradually reducing 
in size from center towards the outer area,

  below the mustache there are 3 edges with different depths, which are 
shaped in an arc for more natural weight distribution. The depths (from 
top to bottom) are as follows: 24mm, 18mm and 12mm,

 there are two 1-finger pockets with a depth of 40 mm, which are very 
comfortable because of just the right radius,

 below there are two 2-finger pockets with a depth of 19 mm,
 it has 7 different points for mounting the board on the wall.

These mirror holds are add-ons for a training board Movember. They are 
designed as a crimp on one side and as sloper on the other. If you rotate 
the Mirror holds, you can use them as a pinch, which is a great way to build 
open handed strength.

TRAINING BOARD 
MOVEMBER PLAIN 

ADD-ON MIRROR 
HOLDS 
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CUSTOM  
PRODUCTS

Custom products at client’s request.
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CERTIFICATE

Digitally signed by
METKA KOLMANCIC
BOHINEC

All of our holds are tested (year 2015)  
and produced in accordance with the  
standard EN 12572-3 and EN71-3.
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ONLINE SHOP 
WORLDWIDE SHIPPING! 
 

www.gecko-holds.com 

 fb.com/geckoholds

  gecko.holds

 info@gecko-holds.com

 00 386 31 349 587

Made in Slovenia, EU

“With passion for climbing!”


